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My Interview with GB News

My Interview with GB News, where I spoke about the Spring Budget, going for
economic growth and particularly the need for lower taxes on small businesses
and on people’s incomes.

You can find the interview below between: 1:17:14-1:26:57

Written Answer from the Department of
Energy Security and Net Zero

To ask the Secretary of State for Energy Security and Net Zero, what estimate
his Department has made of retirement dates for existing nuclear power
stations. (160098)

Tabled on: 07 March 2023
Answer:

Andrew Bowie:
EDF has recently announced that Heysham 1 and Hartlepool Nuclear Power
Stations will continue to operate until March 2026, an extension of two
years. Heysham 2 and Torness Power Station are currently planned to generate
until 2028, and Sizewell B is expected to continue generation past 2028.

The answer was submitted on 15 Mar 2023 at 14:42.

Comment

This is helpful, offering a bit more reliable power for longer as they review
closure dates. It is a reminder that we need to build substantial new nuclear
capacity urgently simply to replace what is closing.
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Written Answer from the Department for
Energy Security and Net Zero

Question:
To ask the Secretary of State for Energy Security and Net Zero, what
assessment he has made of how long it will take to place contracts to build
new smaller nuclear power stations. (160097)
Tabled on: 07 March 2023

Answer:
Andrew Bowie:

The Government is committed to ensuring that the UK is one of the best places
in the world to invest in new nuclear and intends to take one project to
Final Investment Decision (FID) this Parliament and two projects to FID in
the next Parliament, including Small Modular Reactors. As with any Government
decision, this will be subject to value for money, relevant approvals, and
technology readiness/maturity.

The Government also intends to initiate a selection process in 2023, with the
intention to enter negotiations with the most credible projects to enable a
potential Government award of support as soon as possible.

The answer was submitted on 15 Mar 2023 at 14:42.

Reply This represent a slow rate of progress. The government says it is
committed to Small Modular reactors, so it should accelerate the timetable
for their development, approval and roll out.

The Northern Ireland Protocol

There is a Statutory Instrument on the order paper for the Commons to debate
and approve on Wednesday concerning the so called Stormont brake. This is
putting the cart before the horse. Parliament first needs to have a full
debate on the draft Agreement. I reproduced yesterday some of the questions
the European Scrutiny Committee poses over this complex set of changes to our
constitution. I have set out before on this site my own concerns about what
has been agreed.

The government has still to tell us which EU laws will apply in Northern
Ireland, how wide ranging the powers of the European Court of Justice will
be, what limits are placed on our ability to impose VAT and Excise taxes, why
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EU law on many items applies to trade between GB and NI and why it applies to
factories and farms in the province not exporting to the EU. They have not
yet released the forms traders will need to fill in to send goods from GB to
NI or what are the terms of the trusted trader scheme which shippers will
need to join and follow.

The brake itself is a burdensome arrangement. If two parties and the
requisite number of NI Assembly members want to apply it, the UK government
then has to decide if the criteria are met to allow its use and if they wish
to use it, bearing in mind the ability of the EU to take retaliatory action.
I can imagine UK government lawyers and officials urging caution any time
some politicians wished to use the brake. When the EU built up the number of
areas that could proceed by majority voting rather than  unanimity in the EU
we were always told there was the Luxembourg Compromise. This was a self
styled  emergency brake which we could apply to an item we disagreed with
which had gained the necessary majority to become law. The UK never used it
and in due course it was deemed to no longer exist. When I wanted to use it
as the UK’s single market Minister I was blocked from doing so.  If we had
enjoyed an effective legislative brake on laws we did not like we would
probably still be in the EU today. Instead the railroading of laws onto us
was one of the main reasons we voted to leave.

The Protocol should  not be embedded into UK and international law. The
Agreement looks as if it leaves too many EU laws applying to NI, still places
obstacles in the way of GB to NI internal trade and does not allow us either
a veto over laws  nor a unilateral way out of this worrying Agreement.


